
What is Breathe? 
 

• A space to think about how 
we handle money, time and 
possessions in a Christian 
way  

 

• Non-judgemental, realistic 
and simple to be part of  

 

• We want to  
APPRECIATE life more fully  
REFUSE the consumer 
dream  
CONNECT with others  
CHOOSE a more generous 
lifestyle  

 
Breathe is a Christian network for 
simpler living.  It represents orthodox 
Christians of all kinds and is overseen 
by Friends: Phil Whittall, Chris Ducker, 
Chris Webster and Rev. Mark Powley.   

 

UPDATE 8: Christmas 2007 

What 
Would 
Jesus Buy?  

Breathe 
Conference 
1st March 08  

Enjoy the festive season without breaking the bank 

Customers of Northern Rock might 
have believed a saviour had come 
when their savings were underwritten 
by the angels of the Treasury, 
following the bank’s recent crisis. But 
any armchair economist might ask if 
the Government can afford to be so 
generous.  
 

The truth is that the sub-prime 
mortgage crisis in the US and the 
knock-on impact on the global 
economy is only a paragraph in an 
inevitable tale of collapse. A look at 
the country’s credit card statement 
offers little comfort. Britain’s national 

should honour our pledges (student loans 
included) and seek to avoid spending 
beyond our means.   

Do not be afraid .   
I bring you good 

news of great 
interest rates 

debt is climbing towards one trillion 
pounds depending on how you do the 
sums; America has surpassed five 
trillion dollars. We are soon to reach a 
few gazillion, which is not even a real 
number (yet).  
 

Living in the Credit Bubble 
 

In our ‘buy now, pay later’ culture, 
how long will it be before someone 
has to pick up the tab? Can 
individuals and governments live in a 
credit bubble for ever?  The Jubilee 
2000 pioneer Ann Pettifor thinks not. 
In her new book The Coming First 
World Debt Crisis, she paints a 
picture of a world heading towards 
insolvency through ballooning debts. 
The book predicts exactly what it says 
on the cover.   
 

The press will continue to worry about 
interest rates this Christmas. Many 
would have us believe that the 
growing burden of debt will squeeze 
the joy out of Christmas. The 
season’s expectations add to a 
burden that can lead either to 
counting each and every bean, or 
spend, spend, spending in defiance.  
 

Owe Nothing but Love 
 

Breathe will not win the Nobel Prize 
for Economics. We can’t solve the 
debt crisis. But we can draw some 
lessons from Paul’s financial advice to 
the Romans: ‘owe nothing but a debt 
of love’ (Romans 13:8).  On one level 
this is about paying our balances.  We 

Find us at  
www.ibreathe.org.uk  

But there’s also a deeper, more 
revolutionary meaning. The true debt we 
should pay is love. Contrary to the gloom of 
economic forecasts, tightening our belts 
doesn’t have to squeeze the joy out of 
Christmas. The gifts that really count this 
festive season are gifts of love. 
 

Apparently 9 out of 10 Christmas gifts are 
forgotten. Breathe takes no delight in a 
downturn in the economy, but if it makes us 
consider the gifts money can’t buy, then it’s 
not all bad news. If you want to love beyond 
your means this Christmas, go for broke not 
with presents, but with love. Give costly 
care; bless the poor; give time and thanks 
and joy. After all, God’s credit for those kinds 
of expenses is literally limitless. 
 

Chris Webster is a friend of Breathe 

Tightening our belts 
doesn’t have to squeeze the 

joy out of Christmas 
 



David Thistlethwaite  tells an honest 
tale of desire, disaster and desktop 
publishing 
 

 
One of my life’s worst moments was the night when I 
discovered my laptop had been stolen from the boot of my 
car. My stomach turned hollow. I felt overwhelming shame. 
Far worse than crashing the car, I found it terrible admitting 
to my family that my pride and joy had gone. 
 
There was a spiritual back-story to this, and a spiritual 
outcome. Before I had ever owned the machine, laptops 
had been a consuming desire. I could seldom walk the 
gangway of a train without eyeing up the assorted 
Toshibas, Sonys and Dells, and the people important 
enough to own them.  

Much as we don’t want people to waste time 
online, we are delighted to announce the birth of the 

new Breathe website.  
 

Visit the site to: 
- Catch up on news from Breathe and round 

the world 
- Download previous Breathe Updates 

- Read book reviews (including Irresistible 
Revolution by Shane Claiborne)  

- Find inspiring quotes, try the expanded 
Consumer Detox, and follow all kinds of links 

(like to Tim Keller’s awesome talk on money) 
- Let us know your thoughts on the Breathe 

Blog, and contribute ideas or book reviews at 

editor@ibreathe.org.uk 

When finally I persuaded myself that my work was important 
enough to merit one, and after much (but somewhat 
conflicted) prayer, the thing was done. I owned a notebook, 
quite heavy by today’s standards, but beautiful to me. I even 
once lugged it onto a train, to prove to myself that I was one 
of the boys.   
 

I loved that laptop, but maybe I loved it too much. It made 
me feel just the tiniest bit important, and certainly very self-
conscious about being among the elite. It was also very 
useful, for doing academic research, which was then my 
mode of life. So when it went, it was a bad loss: it struck my 
work, but it also struck my worth.  

www.ibreathe.org.uk 

 

But when I sought the Lord, through the shock and misery I 
also felt an unexpected sense of love. Although God does 
not steal computers, I felt he was taking the opportunity to 
put something right. This was confirmed the next day. 
 
Either I or my wife turned up the Bible story of Absalom, 
caught in a tree by his hair – his pride. Oops! I could 
recognise my face in the story, and sadly my wife agreed. 
‘Don’t take your identity from a metal box, David’, seemed to 
be the message. I was forced to rethink continuing the PhD 
research as well, though for other reasons.  
 
Whenever I have lusted after a laptop 
again – and I still do, sometimes, 
although I actually now own a good one – 
I know that He knows, and I know that it’s 
not a very good idea. So I will enjoy it for 
what it is: but I will not permit myself to 
make it what it isn’t. 
 

David is Administrator of the John Ray Initiative 
(connecting environment, science and 

Christianity) and author of the JRI paper on 
Christian Lifestyle, available at 

www.jri.org.uk/brief/lifestyle.pdf 
 

Although God does not steal 
computers, he was taking the 

opportunity to put something right 

     Comments on the Website 
 

‘Colourful, user-friendly, attractive’ (Mike) 
‘Good variety of quality content’ (Sandra) 

‘Well planned and easy to navigate’ (Trevor) 

“  ”



How did Alternativity begin?   
 

It all started 11 years ago with several people who felt 
disappointed by all the razzmatazz of Christmas and 
wanted to get people thinking about what it’s all about. 
 

What’s wrong with Christmas as it’s celebrated now?  
 

One of the main issues is debt.  For many of the most 
vulnerable people, there’s a lot of pressure from peers, the 
media and family members to overspend.  It can take a 
year to pay off Christmas debts – just in time for the 
season to begin again!   

“We’re not killjoys. We’re just looking 
for things to be in proportion” 

Another big issue on our minds is, how can we celebrate 
Christmas as we do when so many people round the world 
are starving? If the coming of Jesus ‘filled the hungry with 
good things but has sent the rich away empty’ (Luke 1:53), 
how does this affect our priorities at Christmas? 
 

Is it ever possible to feast when others are starvi ng?  
 

Yes, but in a more simplified way and staying true to the 
original story. We’re not killjoys, but we’re looking to get 
things in proportion, as our strap line says: Just God, 
Simply Christmas. 
 

What can we do this Christmas? 
 

Alternativity produces all sorts of resources to help prepare 
for Christmas and celebrate it more simply. For instance, at 

one of our workshops a group of low-income women felt greatly 
empowered to avoid debt over Christmas and to relieve stress by 
spreading out family occasions.  
 

You might consider holding an Advent Meal to prepare for 
Christmas in the right spirit, with pauses to pray and light a 
candle. You could also spend time reflecting on the Christmas 
story and how it might colour your plans for marking the birth of 
Jesus.   
 

Marjory Williamson  is a part-time volunteer for Alternativity. 
Visit www.alternativity.org.uk for resources, including an Advent Meal guide 

How can we celebrate Christmas 
while hundreds of millions starve? 
Festive charity Alternativity  is 
looking to bring some perspective 

Fari Dabdoub (Age 16) painted this picture, ‘Bethlehem’, last 
Christmas. Do our Christmas celebrations have anything real 

connection to the realities of poverty around the world? 

1st March 2008 
 

10am-3pm St Paul’s 
Hammersmith, W London 
 

Worship 
 

Speaker: Graham Cray 
 

Q & A Panel 
 

Breathing Spaces: finances, 
simple parenting, TV & 

technology, shopping, 
sustainable lifestyle, simple in 

the city and more 

This is our chance to get together.  A chance to go deeper than emails, further than good intentions, to do more than complain 
about ‘consumerism’ and actually help each other to live differently. 
 

Travel Light is the first ever Breathe Day Conference.  We are immensely excited to 
welcome Bishop (yes, Bishop) Graham Cray, a terrific speaker on what it might look 
like for us to live lives worth living in consumer society.  The afternoon slot, though, 
is devoted to Breathing Spaces. These are groups based around issues we face (including technology, parenting, shopping and 
city living). They’re not for giving answers, but sharing ideas and inspiration. They promise to be rather special. 
  

We’d love to see you on March 1st. Plug it in your church (we’ll send you flyers), invite friends (they can share our 
lunch)…book a coach (we’ll send you directions)!  Who knows what will change in us as a result? 

Breathing Spaces: they 
promise to be special 



 

 
“Mine” 

 
To an adult, it’s ironic when a two-year-old says, “Mine.” 

Adults know that two-year-olds don’t earn any of th eir 
stuff. It is all provided for them. It is a gift fr om 

someone much larger and wiser than they. They don’t  even 
generally take very good care of it. Nevertheless, two-

year-olds get extremely attached to their stuff. If  
someone tries to take something, that item suddenly  

becomes their favourite stuff. Two-year-olds can be  so 
deluded, can’t they? 

 
Consider a few statements from scripture: ‘The eart h is 

the Lord’s, and everything in it, the world, and al l who 
live in it… Remember the Lord your God, for it is h e who 
gives you the ability to produce wealth… “The silve r is 

mine and the gold is mine,” declares the Lord Almig hty.’  
 

John Ortberg 
Adapted from When The Game Is Over  

It All Goes Back In The Box (Zondervan 2007) 
 
Breathe is sponsored by IrresponsibleLoans.com, Escape Holidays  
and the Hedonistic Consumer Foundation 

To receive free quarterly updates like 
this, by email or by post, send a blank 

email to in@ibreathe.org.uk or contact 

us at Breathe c/o St Paul’s Church, 
Hammersmith W6 9PJ 

From Rev Billy’s Carol Sheet… 
  
Pack the Malls  
 

Pack the Malls with folks with money 
Fa la la la la la la la la 
 

Tis the season to be dummies 
Fa la la la la la la la la 
 

Squeeze our fat in Gap apparel 
Fa la la la la la la la la 
 

Buy some junk for cousin Carol 
Fa la la la la la la la la 
 
Joy to the World 
 

Joy to the world! In the form of goods! 
CONSUME! CONSUME! CONSUME! 
Bright plastic this and thats! 
For screaming little brats! 
Take the SUV to the mall! 
Take the SUV to the mall! 
And buy, buy, buy, buy, buy it all. 
 

ALL boys and girls! The time has come! 
Rejoice! Rejoice! Rejoice! 
Possessions equal happiness! 
Something, anything to distract us! 
We can never have ENOUGH! 
We can never have ENOUGH! 
We can never ever have too much stuff! 
 

JOY to the world! Debt has come! 
Approved! Approved! Approved!! 
Credit cards are “free”! 
Don’t worry ‘bout those fees! 
Then pay it off later on! 
Then pay it off later on! 
And spend and spend til credit’s gone! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you haven’t heard about the 
Church of Stop Shopping yet, you 
will.  Performance artist Bill Talen has spent 
10 years working on his spoof anti-
consumerist preacher Reverend Billy. The 
good Reverend, believe it or not, tours the 
shopping malls of the US staging impromptu 
stunts, preaching against mega-corporations 
and conducting alternative carol singing with 
his own gospel choir (see opposite). 
 

If this sounds unusual, it is. But all will 
become clear in a comic documentary 
produced by Morgan Spurlock (star of Super Size Me, the exposé of McDonalds). What 
Would Jesus Buy, released this month in the US, follows Rev. Billy and his zany choir 
through the Christmas rush as they confront shoppers with the hidden costs of excessive 
consumption and unjust corporate practices.   
 

So why should Christians be interested in a self-confessed nonbeliever sending up (perhaps 
offensively at times) their faith? Because Rev. Billy is right on the money. Old Testament 
scholar Walter Brueggemann is one of many to claim that somehow this wacky performer 
seems to have walked straight out of the pages of the Old Testament, like a modern-day 
prophet Amos. His bizarre stunts are shock therapy for our unthinking consumer mindset; his 
warnings concern ‘the self-deceptive illusion that commodities can make us safe and happy’; 
and his message draws us back to love of neighbour.  
 

Spurlock, the film’s producer, says ‘I hope those who watch this film will decide to give a 
real gift this year—like love or compassion’. It looks like he’ll get his wish. After one 
screening, a young woman came up to him and said, ‘For the first time in my life, I thought 
about how I shop as a Christian.’ This is his aim – not the end of all shopping, but a different 
set of priorities. As Spurlock says, ‘Consumerism can be changed, even if it can't be stopped.’ 


